Ms. Stanesa’s Classroom

SOCIAL STUDIES
“The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see.” ― Winston Churchill

YEAR AT
A GLANCE!
Social Studies!
September - Oct
PYP Unit:
Structure & Function
Instructional Focus:
Civics: What is the
organization and purpose of
local governments;
Skills:
civic responsibility
Text(s):
Michigan text

October - Nov
PYP Unit:
Dynamic Earth
Instructional Focus:
no social students content at
this time;

December - Jan
PYP Unit:
Explore The Planet
Instructional Focus:
Geography: map skills,
Michigan geography and how
geography impacts the way
people live;
Skills:
cardinal directions, symbols,
and scales
Texts/Resources:
Michigan text
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Curriculum

!

It’s All About Michigan"
The 3rd grade curriculum in social studies is primarily all about
Michigan;!
•Michigan Civics!
•Michigan Geography!
•Michigan History!
•Michigan Economics!
All of the curriculum concepts of these topics are woven into the
PYP Units described below.!
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YEAR AT
A GLANCE!
Social Studies!
February - March
PYP Unit:
We The People
Instructional Focus:
Michigan history;
basic economic concepts;
Skills:
reading information texts;
Text(s):
Michigan text

!

April - May
PYP Unit:
Storytelling
Instructional Focus:
historical aspects of
storytelling;
aspects of Native American
culture;
Skills:
context clues
(comprehension);
Text(s):
Native American legends

!

May - June
PYP Unit:
Human Impact
Instructional Focus:
Informational text
Skills:
research skills;
making inferences;
Text(s):
a variety of texts about natural
resources, manufacturing, and
pollution;

!
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PYP Unit Connections

!

HISTORY - "
Who We Are: We The People"
This unit provides students with an exploration of Michigan’s
early history through statehood. Students learn about the culture
of Native American’s that inhabited Michigan for hundreds of
years and the culture clash that occurred when Europeans came
to the Great Lakes area. Students learn about basic economic
principals through understanding the establishment of and
conflicts over the fur trade.
By the conclusion of this
unit students come to
understand that the actions
of people from the past
impact the way people live
today.!

!
How We Express Ourselves: Storytelling"
In this unit students explore the history of storytelling and how
stories folktales, fables, myths and legends were traditionally used
to teach lessons and explain things in nature. The social studies
tie to this unit are the cultural aspects of storytelling, shared
stories from around the world and current day storytelling
practices.!

!
GEOGRAPHY - !
Where We Are in Place & Time: Explore the Planet "
This unit has students learning basic map skills and using maps to
understand the geography of a place. Students will explore
Michigan’s special geographical form of two peninsulas and how
glacial action formed the Great Lakes that surround the state.
This unit teaches students that the geography of a place impacts
the food people can grow locally, the homes and clothing needed
for comfort, the jobs people have available to them, and the
things people do for recreation.!
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CIVICS - !
How We Organize Ourselves: Structure & Function!
This unit provides students with an exploration of the principals
behind Michigan’s government and the purpose of each branch
of government. Students also participate in some scenarios that
encourage thinking about the needs for communities to organize
themselves while at the same time restricting the power of those
that make decisions. An exploration of the Pledge of Allegiance
and its meaning helps as a reminder the these key principles.!

!
ECONOMICS-!
Sharing the Planet: Human Impact"
This unit provides students with an exploration of Michigan’s natural
resources, manufacturing practices, and result of consumption and overuse
of resources. At the conclusion of this unit, students work collaboratively
to research the responsible use of a natural resource and create a
commercial advertisement to share with the school community. These
commercials are filmed at the Royal Oak High School TV Studio: WOAK.!
!

!
OTHER-!
How The World Works:
Dynamic Earth"
This PYP unit does not teach any
social studies concept.!

!
!
!
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Social Studies Assessments

!

State/District Assessments"
There are no required state or district social studies assessments for 3rd grade students.!

Unit Assessments"
Each PYP unit has a summative assessment that allows students to demonstrate their social studies
understandings.!

Formative Assessments"
Many work assignments demonstrate student learning in more than one content area. Student work
within a given unit is assessed for skills and learning from reading, writing, math, science and social
studies. Assessments are used to make appropriate changes to instructional methods.
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